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1 Michael Thomas, NO My number four overall pick. No brainer. You don't need me to tell you how good he is. 

2 Davante Adams, GB  

3 DeAndre Hopkins, ARI 
A former number one ranked fantasy player in the world told me that in Arizona, Hopkins will 

challenge Thomas for the receptions title in 2020. Good enough for me. 

4 Julio Jones, ATL  

5 Tyreek Hill, KC  

6 Mike Evans, TB 
I've been thinking about bumping Evans for a long time and this morning I finally decided to rip 
the cord. The Brady to Evans connection is going to be fun to watch. Evans loves the deep ball. 

Brady's arm is questionable, hence the reason for this ranking. 

7 Chris Godwin, TB 
Shawn Childs has as his number two receiver overall. I have decided that Evans will have the 

bigger fantasy season, but both will be extremely good for fantasy drafters. 

8 Kenny Golladay, DET  

9 Allen Robinson, CHI 
8 and 9 are interchangeable for me. I went with the more stable QB situation. Robinson is an 
elite WR who excels in contested situations and is fully recovered from any past injuries, but 

this Foles/Trubisky thing is problematic. 

10 D.J. Moore, CAR  

11 Cooper Kupp, LAR 
I love everything about his game. 94 receptions last season, 10 TDs and they lose a top WR 
(Cooks) and replace him with a Reynolds promotion. Nothing should change here. Another 

great season is on tap for the name I love to say. 

12 A.J. Brown, TEN 
Very explosive rookie season who almost led the league in yards after catch. This should 

obviously come down in 2020, but he's still proven to be a force to be reckoned with. Brown 
could easily finish with 80+ receptions, 1,200-1,400 yards and 8-10 TDs. 

13 JuJu Smith-Schuster, 
PIT 

 

14 Adam Thielen, MIN  

15 Amari Cooper, DAL  

16 Calvin Ridley, ATL Ready to take a big leap up. 

17 Terry McLaurin, WAS 
Ready to take a big leap up. He has just scratched the surface. Don't let the 2nd half split last 

year detract you from this draft spot. 

18 Robert Woods, LAR  

19 D.K. Metcalf, SEA 
He's been on absolute fire to start camp, continuing where he left off in the playoffs. Don't 

worry about his lack of targets last season. That's coming way up in 2020. 

20 Odell Beckham Jr., CLE Read my pre-season pro. 

21 D.J. Chark, JAC  

22 Courtland Sutton, DEN  

23 Keenan Allen, LAC  



24 Tyler Lockett, SEA 
You have to come away with at least two of these top 24 WRs. 5-10, 182 lbs. Lockett can run all 

the routes that Metcalf can't, and has a great shot at outperforming this draft position. 

25 Marquise Brown, BAL WR1 upside with the blazing speed, but injuries have derailed some. 

26 Stefon Diggs, BUF  

27 Tyler Boyd, CIN  

28 Will Fuller, HOU  

29 DeVante Parker, MIA  

30 Jarvis Landry, CLE  

31 Michael Gallup, DAL  

32 Diontae Johnson, PIT  

33 T.Y. Hilton, IND Wish we could have seen some chemistry between he and Rivers. Plus, he seems to get banged 
up rather frequently. Let others take a shot. 

34 Preston Williams, MIA Might be the best WR on the team, and I'm a big Parker guy. 

35 Deebo Samuel, SF 
May be ready week one. Underwent surgery in June to repair a Jones fracture in his left foot. 
Never good, but Shanahan now hopes he'll be ready for the season opener. I'm not buying it, 

but I love his potential when healthy. He's a buy and hold. 

36 Darius Slayton, NYG 

One high stakes player I was speaking to called him “the next Steve Smith”. While I won’t go 
there, Slayton is a talented deep threat ready to emerge. He is NOT the fourth of fifth option as 

people are suggesting. Let’s recap why I’m so excited about his potential in 2020. In 2019, he 
caught 48 receptions for 740 yards and eight touchdowns despite starting in only nine games all 

season. While some are quick to point out his production came due to injuries at other 
positions, this just opened the door for him to emerge as Daniel Jones’ favorite (yes I said 

favorite) and most potent aerial weapon in the offense. Sterling Shepard is unreliable having 
unfortunately sustained multiple head injuries, including two last season, (both coming within 
three weeks of each other). Golden Tate is 32 years of age and has reached the elder mentor 

role. He’ll be the number one receiver in this emerging offense which is switching to more of a 
vertical passing game this season. His release and route running are tremendous, and he 

showed exceptional ability in contested catch situations. He must work on run blocking to 
complete the package, but the chemistry is already there with Jones and Slayton represents 
tremendous value in drafts as a WR4 ready to provide WR2 production. 7th round to 10th 

round ADP. Target the 8th. 

37 Jerry Jeudy, DEN After Taylor, I think he's the second-best rookie in this class. Lock now has a ton of weapons. 

38 A.J. Green, CIN 
Nobody knows if he can stay on the field, so he's down here. If he plays 16 games and has most 

of his speed back, he could obviously be a WR2. 

39 Marvin Jones, DET  

40 Jamison Crowder, NYJ 
Darnold's favorite target. One of my fellow drafters reminded me how often he's going to get 

peppered with targets. 

41 CeeDee Lamb, DAL Explosive potential, but he's in a crowded situation. Can still produce, but may not be reliable 
week to week without an injury 

42 Brandin Cooks, HOU  

43 Emmanuel Sanders, 
NO 

This is just a sweet setup for Sanders. Look out. 

44 Julian Edelman, NE  



45 Parris Campbell, IND 
His ADP is WR60, so you can wait, but don't sleep on him because he didn't perform his rookie 

season. He's set to start every snap from the slot in year 2. He has WR1 upside and TY will likely 
miss time. 

46 Christian Kirk, ARI  

47 Mike Williams, LAC  

48 Henry Ruggs III, LV Explosive and the top receiver taken in the draft to the surprise of many. 

49 Sterling Shepard, NYG Sterling Shepard is unreliable having unfortunately sustained multiple head injuries, including 
two last season, (both coming within three weeks of each other). 

50 Brandon Aiyuk, SF 

It's clear Shanahan has Aiyuk rated as the #2 WR on his board behind Lamb. Huge opportunity 
to produce right out of the gate with the injuries to Samuel and Hurd. Explosive on sweeps and 
screens but will have to learn the offense. I'm a big fan. Has a 12th Round ADP so grab others 

first. 

51 Anthony Miller, CHI  

52 N'Keal Harry, NE Loads of potential here. Let's see if he has the routes down this year. 

53 Justin Jefferson, MIN He's one Thielen injury away from being a WR1 right out of the gate. Early reports have Olabisi 
Johnson in front of him but that shouldn't last long. 

54 Mecole Hardman, KC  

55 Jalen Reagor, PHI 
Shoulder injury has him missing the first month of the season, however he has the goods to be 
a number one wide receiver but will probably see some special teams early on. I'm willing to 

wait for him. 

56 John Brown, BUF  

57 Breshad Perriman, NYJ 
Don't sleep on him! Really like what I saw late last season and he was rewarded with a nice 

contract to a team who will be playing from behind a lot this season. I'm real close to adding 
him in the tier above. 

58 Bryan Edwards, LV 
The star of training so far. Keep an eye on. I have a Ju Ju vibe about him. Was the top rated 
devy WR after his sophomore and junior seasons and then suffered a knee injury and later 

broke his foot before the combine. He was on his way to a 1st round grade. 

59 Allen Lazard, GB When talent meets opportunity. He gets a shot to contribute right away. 

60 Laviska Shenault Jr., 
JAC 

Flashing really well. The coaches can't stop talking about him. Keep an eye on and snag late in 
your draft. You don't have to take him this early, but this is where I have him ranked. You can 

probably snag him in your last round. 

61 DeSean Jackson, PHI You're twisting my arm. Fine. He'll start for the first month of the season and then who knows. 

62 Hunter Renfrow, LV  

63 Sammy Watkins, KC 
His on the field percentage was higher than Hardman's, and I'm not convinced that will change 

this year. We're probably all too low on Watkins. 

64 Robby Anderson, CAR Teddy briefly practiced with him when he was a Jet, so maybe there's some familiarity. 

65 Golden Tate, NYG  

66 Denzel Mims, NYJ 
The rookie has been banged up a few times in camp. He should become Darnold's favorite deep 

threat. 

67 Steven Sims, WAS  

68 Curtis Samuel, CAR  

69 Michael Pittman Jr., 
IND 

 



70 Russell Gage, ATL The number 3 Wide Receiver in Atlanta has value. 

71 Van Jefferson, LAR 
Has a great opportunity to seize the number 3 job but has a talented Josh Reynolds in front of 

him. With an injury however, he's in 3 WR sets. 

72 Corey Davis, TEN 
The "I was wrong" about player of 2018 and 2019. I still believe he can be good, but he must 

believe it first. 

73 Marquez Valdes-
Scantling, GB 

Trending up this pre-season. Maybe he turns the corner. 

74 Alshon Jeffery, PHI Working back from foot surgery, with no timetable to return. Will start the season on PUP. 

75 Tre'Quan Smith, NO Drew Brees expects a breakout. I'm going to listen! 

76 Olabisi Johnson, MIN 
Running as the WR2 currently. Jefferson is clearly the superior receiver, but we might see a few 

quality starts out of the gate. 

77 Larry Fitzgerald, ARI  

78 J.J. Arcega-Whiteside, 
PHI 

Looks like he's lining up as a starter until Reagor and Jeffery come back. While his rookie 
campaign was a bust, his potential coming into the league was there. 

79 Tee Higgins, CIN Great upside, especially if Green is not 100%. 

80 James Washington, PIT  

81 Dede Westbrook, JAC  

82 Randall Cobb, HOU  

83 Cole Beasley, BUF With the addition of Diggs, he's now the #3 in Buffalo. Played very well last season 

84 John Ross, CIN Touchdown machine last season. Let's see if he can keep it up. 

85 Kenny Stills, HOU  

86 Chase Claypool, PIT An explosive red zone threat from Notre Dame scoring 13 TDs last season. With the Steelers 
playing 70% of their snaps from a 3-WR set, Claypool has a chance to see some action. 

87 Kendrick Bourne, SF 
The Fantasy Exec's Pre-Season Pro explains this ranking. He should be involved early on. It will 

be up to him to hold on to the job after Deebo comes back. 

88 Tyler Johnson, TB 

Save for your last pick, but he has immense upside. Unfortunately for him, he has been injured 
and missed all of camp so far, so Watson and Miller are getting all the reps with Brady. We've 
seen other players excel in this situation, but it makes it more difficult. I have faith he will be 

roaring by mid-season. 

89 Devin Duvernay, BAL 
The coaching staff moved up to get him in the third round. A 4.39 40 and a thick 5-10 200-

pound frame makes for an intriguing situation. 

90 Jakobi Meyers, NE Perhaps a nod of confidence when Sanu was cut. 

91 Antonio Gandy-
Golden, WAS 

Rookie has upside. 

92 Miles Boykin, BAL  

93 Andy Isabella, ARI 
It's hard when you're playing behind one of the greatest receivers of all time. His time will 

come. 

94 Demarcus Robinson, 
KC The #5 target for KC has value in best ball leagues, but week to week will be hard to start. 

95 Phillip Dorsett, SEA Fastest player on the roster apparently. 

96 Chris Conley, JAC  

97 Danny Amendola, DET  



98 KJ Hamler, DEN  

99 Ted Ginn, CHI 
 

100 Taysom Hill, NO 
 

101 Josh Reynolds, LAR 
Looks like Van Jefferson may be passing him on the depth chart. I'm mildly surprised by this. I 

didn't think it would be that quick.  

102 Zach Pascal, IND  

103 Auden Tate, CIN  

104 Willie Snead, BAL  

105 Adam Humphries, TEN  

106 Nelson Agholor, LV  

107 Keke Coutee, HOU  

108 David Moore, SEA  

109 Mohamed Sanu, FA  

110 Antonio Brown, FA At some point, it's worth a flier, but be prepared to hold him for a looong time. 

 


